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Abstract. In an earlier paper we gave an O([ TI s) algorithm for testing the Church-Rosser p operty 
of Thue systems, where ITI is the total size of the Thue system. Here we improve that bound to 
O(klTI), where k is the number of rules in T, in the case when the Thue system is special, i.e., 
when all its rules are of the form (x, A) where A is the empty string. Also obtained are several 
results on special Thue systems which may be of independent interest. 
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1. Introduction 
For Thue systems over a fixed alphabet, the test for the Church-Rosser property 
was shown to be tractable (Book and O'Dunlaing [2]). In [4], we improved their 
complexity bound from O(1 T[ 6) to O(1TI3), where I TI is the size of a Thue system 
(sum of lengths of the left-hand and right-hand sides of rules). Here, we turn our 
attention to special Thue systems. We obtain a strong improvement over our previous 
algorithm: a special Thue system T can be tested for the Church-Rosser property 
in O(k I TI) steps where k is the number of rules in T. 
We also prove certain properties of special Thue systems which may be of interest 
independently. Indeed, the basis of our improved algorithm is a structure theorem 
for residual special Church-Rosser Thue systems (Section 5). 
In our earlier paper [4], we had remarked that it is the check whether critical 
pairs obtained by overlapping of left-hand sides of rules are joinable (the 'overlap 
condition'), which dominates the complexity of the Church-Rosser test. In this 
paper, we explore this idea further and develop atest for the Church-Rosser property 
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in which checking whether a left-hand side is a substring of another is considerably 
reduced. We introduce the notion of a 'residual'  Thue system corresponding to a 
Thue system, which is helpful in il lustrating these ideas. 
A residual Thue system of a given Thue system is similar to a "reduced" Thue 
system introduced in [3], in that no left-hand side is a substring of another in a 
residual Thue system. (The two concepts are equivalent for special Thue systems.) 
The idea behind this new device is that a Thue system has the Church-Rosser 
property if and only if the residual Thue system has the Church-Rosser  property 
and is equivalent to it. For a residual system to have the Church-Rosser  property, 
only the overlap condit ion has to be set. 
2. Basic definitions 
2.1. Strings over an alphabet 
Let 2 be any finite alphabet and 5:* the set of all possible strings over ~, including 
the null string h. For a string w in ,~*, [w I denotes its length. A string x is said to 
be a prefix (suffix) of y if there exists a z such that y = xz (zx).  x is a proper prefix 
(suffix) o fy  i fx  is a prefix ,(suffix) o fy  and Ix[ < lY[- A string x overlaps with a string 
y if there exist non-nul l  strings u, v, and w, such that x = uv and y = vw (i.e., if 
there is a non-null  proper prefix of y that is a proper suffix of x);  v is called an 
overlap of x with y. A string w is said to be self-overlapping i f  it overlaps with itself 
and the overlap is referred to as a self-overlap of w. (Note that overlapping as 
defined is not necessarily symmetric. For example, ab overlaps with bc but not vice 
versa.) 
A string x is imprimitive if there exists a string y such that x =yn for n > 1. 
Otherwise, it is primitive, y is the primitive root of x if y is primitive and x = yn for 
some n t> 1. It can be shown that every string has a unique primitive root. 
Let V be a set of variables that range over 2*.  A word equation is an equation 
of the form X = Y where X, Y ~ (2  u V)*. A word equation has a solution if there 
is an assignment of strings from 2"  to the variables in the equation that satisfies it. 
The general solution of a word equation is a finite representation of the set of all 
its possible solutions. By 'solving a word equation' we always mean finding its 
general solution (see [6]). 
Proposition 2.1. A string x overlaps with itself i f  and only i f  there exist u, v, u ~ A, 
such that x = uvu. ( In  other words, the smallest self-overlap o f  a string is no more than 
hal f  the length o f  the string.) 
Proof. If x = wz = zy, where w, y, z ~ A, then the general solution to the equation 
wz = zy gives us w = st, y = ts, z = (st)ks, X = (st)k+ls, for some strings s and t and  
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k~ >0.  If  s=h,  implying k>~ 1, take u= t and v= t k-~. I f  s#h,  take u=s  and 
v = (ts) kt. [] 
Proposition 2.2. Let z be the smallest overlap of x and y. Then z has no self-overlap. 
2.2. Thue systems 
A Thue system T is a set of pairs of words over Z*: T= 
{( Li, Ri)[ i = 1 , . . . ,  k, [Li[ >i [R,I}. The elements of T are called rules. The Thue con- 
gruence ~--~* defined by T is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation 
defined as follows: if (u, v) is an element of T, then, for all x, y, xuy~--~xvy and 
xvy ~--~xuy. Two Thue systems T1 and T2 are equivalent if they generate the same 
congruence. 
We write x ~ y ifx~--~y and Ix[ > [y[. Let -~ * denote the reflexive, transitive closure 
of ~ .  The relation ~ * is referred to as reduction. If x ~*y,  then x is an ancestor 
of y and y is a descendant of x. A string w is irreducible (mod T) if there is no y 
such that w ~ y. IRR(T)  denotes the set of all strings that are irreducible mod T. I f  
x ~ *y and y in IRR(T) ,  then y is called a normal form of x. 
A rule (L, R) is length-reducing i f [L[> [R[ and we often represent i as (L~ R). 
(L is the left-hand side (Ihs) and R the right-hand side (rhs).) It is length-preserving 
if ILl = JR[. R (T )  denotes the set of all length-reducing rules of T and SP(T) denotes 
the set of all length-preserving rules of T. (SP(T)= T-R(T) .  'SP' means 'size- 
preserving'.) We say 'w is reducible by rule (L, R)'  if (L, R )~ R(T)  and L is a 
substring of w. 
Two words x and y are said to be joinable if they have a common descendant. 
A set of pairs of words is jo inable if every pair in the set is joinable. 
A Thue system T is Church-Rosser if every pair of congruent words is joinable. 
In other words, for every choice of x and y, x ~-> *y implies that, for some z, x --> * z 
and y-->* z. It can be shown that in a Church-Rosser system every string has a 
unique normal form. 
A Thue system T is reduced if, for every rule (L, R) in T, neither L nor R is 
reducible mod T -  {(L, R)}. Note that this implies SP(T) = { } if T is Church-Rosser. 
Proposition 2.3 ([3, 8]). For every Church-Rosser Thue system T there is a unique 
reduced Church-Rosser Thue system T' equivalent to T. I f  T is finite, then T' is also 
effectively obtainable from T. 
[T[ stands for the size of the Thue system T. That is, 
k 
ITI = E (IL, I+IR, I). 
i~ l  
A Thue system is special if every rule is of the form (w, h). 
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3. Nivat's criteria 
Nivat [9] showed that testing for the Church-Rosser property can be done by 
checking the following three conditions: 
(i) size-preserving rule: the lhs (left-hand side) and rhs (right-hand side) of size 
preserving rules must have a common normal form. 
(ii) substring condition: for any two distinct rules Li ~ Ri and Lj -* Rj, if Lj is a 
substring of L~, then for every u, v, such that L~ = uLjv, R~ and uRjv must have a 
common normal form. 
(iii) overlap condition: for any two rules L~-, Ri and L~-* Rj, where i and j are 
not necessarily distinct, if L~ = ux and Lj = xv, where none of u, x, v is null (i.e., x 
is a proper overlap of Li with Lj), then R~v and uRj have a common normal form. 
(Note that for a given L~ and Lj there may be several such proper overlaps, all of 
which must be checked out.) 
4. Residual Thue systems 
Let T and T' be two Thue systems and T'~ R(T). We say T' is residual with 
respect o T if (i) for every rule (L-->R) in R(T),  L is reducible mod T', and (ii) 
for every rule (L-->R) in T', L is irreducible mod T'-{(L,  R)}. 
Given any T, a residual system T' can be obtained from T by arranging the rules 
of T in some order, and then applying the following procedure: 
T':=R(T);  
For every rule (L, R) in R(T) do 
if L is reducible mod T'-{(L,  R)] 
then T':= T' -{(L,  R)}; 
It should be noted that not every T has a unique residual system T'; the order 
in which the rules are chosen does matter. For example, consider T= 
{(abc, b), (abc, c)}. Both {(abc, b)} and {(abc, c)} are residual with respect o T. We 
say that T is a residual Thue system if T is residual with respect o itself. 
Remarks. (1) In a residual system, no lhs is a substring of another lhs. Hence, to 
test a residual Thue system for the Church-Rosser property, only the 'overlap 
condition' of Nivat has to be checked. 
(2) A reduced Chruch-Rosser system is residual, but a residual Church-Rosser 
system need not be reduced since the rhs's could be reducible. 
(3) A special Church-Rosser Thue system is reduced if and only if it is residual. 
(This fact will be useful in Section 5.) 
[emma 4.1. For all T, T' such that T' is residual with respect to T, T is Church-Rosser 
if and only if T' is Church-Rosser and T -T '  is joinable mod T'. 
Proof. (~) :  Clearly, T' ~ T. Hence, if x -* * z in T', then x -~ * z in T. Furthermore, 
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since T-  T' is joinable mod T', T is equivalent o T'. So, if x ~*y  in T, then 
x ~*y  in T' and x and y are reducible to a common string both in T' and in T. 
(3 ) :  This follows directly from the following fact proved in [3]: If a Church- 
Rosser Thue system T has a rule wl--> w2 whose lhs can be reduced using the 
remaining set of rules in T, then the system T'= T-{(wl, w2)} is equivalent o T 
and is also Church-Rosser. [] 
Corollary 4.2. Let T, T' be two special Thue systems and let T' be residual with respect 
to T. Then T is Church-Rosser i f  and only if  T' is reduced Church-Rosser and T - T' 
is joinable mod T'. 
Lemma 4.1 gives us the following new algorithm for testing a Thue system T for 
the Church-Rosser property: 
(1) Get a subsystem S residual with respect o T. 
(2) Test S for the Church-Rosser property. 
(3) If  so, test to see if T -  S is joinable mod S. (T is Church-Rosser if and only 
if both tests are affirmative.) 
This algorithm is better than the one presented in [4], since checking the substring 
condition is virtually eliminated. But the asymptotic omplexity remains the same, 
since checking the overlap condition takes time O(T 3) (cf. [4]). In the next section 
we concentrate ntirely on residual special Thue systems and derive a result which 
will considerably lighten the burden of checking the overlap condition for them. 
5. Residual special Church-Rosser systems 
We prove a structure theorem for residual special Church-Rosser Thue systems 
identifying necessary and sufficient conditions for a residual special Thue system 
to have the Church-Rosser property. This structure theorem is indeed the basis of 
our algorithm for testing the Church-Rosser property of special Thue systems. In 
all our proofs in this section we shall make implicit use of the fact that a special 
Thue system is residual if and only if it is reduced. 
Lemma 5.1. Let T be a residual special Church- Rosser system and ( uv -> a ), ( vw --> A ), 
v ~ A, be two rules. Then u = w. ( Thus, the two lhs's are cyclically equal.) 
Proof. u <--> r uvw ~ rw. But u and w must be irreducible, for otherwise T would 
not be reduced. Hence, u = w. [] 
Corollary 5.2. (1) Let ( L, A ) and ( M, A ) be two rules of  a residual special Church- 
Rosser system such that L overlaps with M. Then M overlaps with L. 
(2) I f  two lhs's of a residual special Church-Rosser system overlap, then they must 
be of  the same length. 
Corollary 5.3. Let T be a residual special Church-Rosser Thue system and let ( L--> A) 
be a rule in T that overlaps with itself. Then L is imprimitive and the primitive root of  
L is non-self-overlapping (cf. [1]). 
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Proof. Let x (~ A) be the smallest self-overlap of L. Then there exist y, z such that 
L = xy = zx. By Lemma 5.1, y = z. Solving the word equation xy = yx  we get x = s ~, 
y = s q for some primitive string s and integers p, q> 0. Since x is the smallest 
self-overlap of L, p = 1. So x is the primitive root of L, and it has no self-overlap 
by Proposition 2.2. [] 
Lemma 5.4. Let T be a residual special Thue system. Then T is Church-Rosser  i f  and 
only i f  for  all non-nuU u, v, w, ( uv ~ A) c T, ( wu -~ A ) ~ T imply v = w. 
Proof. The 'only if '  part is taken care of by Lemma 5.1. For the 'if' part we note 
that the condit ion mentioned, using Remark (1) of Section 4, implies that T satisfies 
Nivat's criteria. [] 
Lemma 5.5. Let T be a residual special Church-Rosser  system, let (uv-~A) and 
( vu -~ A ), u, v ¢ A, be two rules o f  T, and let x be the smallest overlap o f  uv with vu. 
Then there exist integers Ig m and string z such that 
u = (zx)kz and v = (xz ) 'x .  
Proof. I f  v = x, then we can take z = u and the lemma trivially holds true. Suppose 
v ~ x. Since x is the shortest overlap of uv with vu, x must be the shortest self-overlap 
of v. 
By Proposition 2.1, there exists a y such that v=xyz .  Thus, uv= uxyx and 
vu = xyxu. Applying Lemma 5.1 we get uxy = yxu. The general solution of this word 
equation (see [6]) is 
u = (VlV2)Pvl, x = (v2vl)qv2, y = (vlv2)rvl 
for some vl, v2 and p, q, r/> 0. 
If  v2 ~ A, then q must be 0, since, if  q 1> 1, v2 would be an overlap of uv with vu 
shorter than x. Thus, v2 = x. Putting z = vl we get our result. On the other hand,  if  
v2 = A, then q must be 1 since otherwise v~ would be a shorter overlap of uv with 
vu. Hence, v~ = x, u = x p+~, y = x r+~, and v = x ~+3. These, too, satisfy the statement 
of the lemma. ~ [] 
Corollary 5.6. Let (L~ A) and (M ~ A) be rules o f  a residual special Church-Rosser  
system T such that M overlaps with L. Let  y be the smallest overlap o f  L with M and 
x be the smallest overlap of  M with L. Then: 
(a) I f  L = M,  then x =y  and there exists an h > 0 such that L = x h+l. 
(b) I f  L ~ M, then there exists an i > 0 such that L = (xy)  i and M = (yx) ~. 
Proof. (a) I f  L = M, then x (= y) is the smallest self-overlap of L. The result follows 
by Corollary 5.3. 
(b) Let L= w~y and M=yw2.  By Lemma 5.1, w l= w2. Since x is the smallest 
overlap of M with L, it follows by Lemma 5.5 that there exist integers j, k and string 
z such that y = ( zxyz  and wl = (xz)kx. 
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I f z  = A, then y = x j, implying j = 1, y = x, and Wl = x k+l, which contradicts L ~ M. 
So, z~A.  
I f  j > 0, then z would be an overlap of L with M shorter than y. So, j = 0. 
It follows that z = y, wl = (xy)kx, L= (xy) k+~, and M = (yx) k+l. [] 
Lemma 5.7. I f  (xy)" = uv, (yx)"  = wu, and u ~ A, then either x or y has a self-overlap 
orv=w.  
Proof. We divide into cases, looking at the equation (xy)" = uv. 
Case (a): u = (xy)ix, 0<~ i<~ n - 1. Then, v =y(xy)  "-i-1 and w = (yx) " - i - l y  = v. 
Case (b): u = (xy) ~, 1 <<- i<~ n. Since u is a suffix of (yx)" of length ilxyl, u = (yx)'. 
Thus, xy = yx, and (solving this equation) x = z h, y = z k, for some z. Therefore, 
V -~ W = Z ( (n - i ) (h+k) ) .  
Case (c): u=(xy)~x~, O<~i<~n-1,  XlX2=X, XI~A~X 2. Since u is a suffix of  
(yx)", x~ is a proper suffix of x, and so Xl is a self-overlap of x. 
Case (d)" u = (xy)~xyx, O~ i < - n -  1, y~yE=y, yl # A # Y2- Since u is a suffix of  
(yx)", xyl is a proper suffix of yx. Thus, there is a Y4 such that lY41 = [Y~l, Y4 is a 
suffix of y, and y4x = xy] (see Fig. 1). So, there are strings s and t such that Y4 = st, 
Yl -= ts, and x = (st )ks ,  k >I O. I f  t # A, then t is a self-overlap of y. If  t = A, then s is 
a self-overlap of y. [] 
x Yl 
\ x \ \  X 
X \ \ 
~ k X Y4 , ~s 
X 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem. Let T be a residual special Thue system. T is Church-Rosser i f  and only i f  
the following two conditions hold: 
C~" For every lhs L that overlaps with itself, its smallest self-overlap is also its primitive 
root. 
C2: For every pair o f  distinct lhs's L and M such that L overlaps with M, there exists 
an n > 0 such that 
L=(xy)" ,  M=(yx)" ,  
where x is the smallest overlap o f  M with L and y is the smallest overlap o f  L with M. 
Proof. (3 ) :  This follows directly from Corol lary 5.6. 
(<==): Assume the contrary, i.e., T, in spite of satisfying conditions C~ and C2, is 
not Church-Rosser.  Then, invoking Lemma 5.4, there must exist non-null  strings 
u, v, w such that (uv --> A ) ~ T, ( wu -> A ) ~ T, and v # w. 
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Case  1: uv # wu. Then, since wu overlaps with uv, by condition C 2 there exists 
an n > 0 such that 
wu = (xy)", uv = (yx)" ,  
where x is the rmallest overlap of uv with wu and y is the smallest overlap of wu 
with uv. By Proposition 2.2, x and y are not self-overlapping. Finally, applying 
Lemma 5.7 we arrive at v = w, a contradiction. 
Case  2: uv = wu. Let x be the smallest self-overlap of uv. uv  = x h+~, h > O, by 
condition C1. x is not self-overlapping by Proposition 2.2. Lemma 5.7 can be applied 
again (with y = A) resulting in a contradiction. [] 
6. The algorithm 
We now take a closer look at each of the three steps in the algorithm given in 
Section 4. Although our principal concern is with special Thue systems, we shall 
indicate a more general application at certain places (see Section 6.1, for example). 
We assume a fixed alphabet. 
6.1. Get t ing  a res idua l  subsystem 
To obtain a residual subsystem S of a given Thue system T (not necessarily 
special), we construct a trie with failure links and goto functions as in the Aho- 
Corasick multiple keyword pattern-matching algorithm (see [4]), for the lhs's of all 
the rules for the given Thue system T. Once the trie is constructed, we can identify 
all pairs of rules in which the lhs of one is identical to, or a proper prefix of, the 
lhs of the other. Thereupon, we must find all pairs of rules where one lhs is a 
non-prefix substring of the other, which we do as follows: 
Let each Li = aiL'i, where ai ~ ~. Traverse the trie to look for the string L~ containing 
some lhs as a substring. An accepting state will be reached if and only if that is the 
case. Let x be a lhs which is a proper substring of L~. If  x is not a prefix of Li, then 
x must be a substring of L~ and the pattern-matching will report this. We select L~ 
in the above algorithm because (1) Li will not be reported as a substring of L~, and 
(2) any Lj which is a non-prefix substring of L~ is a substring of L~ and hence will 
be reported. 
Ana lys i s :  Construction of a trie takes time proportional to [T[. Checking whether 
a given string L~ contains a pattern in the trie takes time proportional to [L~[. Hence, 
the overall time complexity of the construction of S from T is 
k k 
ITI+ E (IL~I)=ITI + E (IL, I-1)=O(ITI), 
i~ l  i= l  
where k is the number of rules in T. 
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6.2. Testing for the Church-Rosser property 
When S is special and residual, the Theorem of Section 5 gives us the following 
procedure on a platter: 
for every unmarked rule (L, A) in S do 
(* Check for condition C1 *) 
if L overlaps with itself 
then 
x := smallest self-overlap of L; 
i := Itl/Ixl; 
if L~X i 
then announce "S not Church-Rosser" and EXIT 
endif 
endif 
Mark (L, A); 
(* Check for condition C2 *) 
for every unmarked rule (M, A) in S do 
if L overlaps with M 
then 
if IMI # ILl or M does not overlap with L 
then announce "S not Church-Rosser" and EXIT 
else 
x := the smallest overlap of M with L; 
y :--the smallest overlap of L with M,  
i:= ILl~ (I x] + ]el); 
if L ~ (xy) i or MS (yx) i






announce "S is Church-Rosser". 
Here again, given L and M, both checking for overlaps and finding the smallest 
overlap can be done in linear time--i.e., time O(ILI + IMI) (cf. [4]). Thus, the time 
spent once in the inner loop is O(IL I + IM[). Letting M vary, we see that the amount 
of time spent in the inner loop is at most O(klL I + IS[). Thus, the amount of time 
spent once in the outer loop is O(ILI + klL I + IS[) = O(klLI + ISI). Finally, letting L 
vary, we see that the amount of time for the entire procedure is O(klS]+klSI)= 
O(klSI). 
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When S is not special, recall the observation we made at the beginning of Section 
4 that, for residual Thue systems, only the 'overlap condition' of Nivat has to be 
checked. Since the method of [4] is of time complexity O(ISI3), the approach taken 
in this paper does not alter the asymptotic complexity of the general case. However, 
if no lhs overlaps with itself and no two distinct lhs's overlap, then S is trivially 
Church-Rosser. This helps us to devise a better algorithm than the one given in [4] 
for the parenthesized Thue systems (e.g., ground-term systems) considered in [3]. 
6.3. Testing joinability 
Observe that this step is carried out only when S, a residual subsystem of T, is 
Church-Rosser. Since S is Church-Rosser, every string has a unique normal form. 
Thus, checking whether two strings are joinable mod S can be done by reducing 
them to their respective normal forms. The algorithm given in [4] reduces a string 
x to its normal form mod S in time proportional to (Ixl • (r+ 1)), where r is the 
length of the longest rhs in S, plus an additional O(1S]) time for the once-and-for-all 
construction of a trie using the lhs's. 
Let REM = T -  S = {(Li, R,)I0 ~< i <~ h}. The time taken for checking whether REM 
is joinable mod S is 
o Isl+ 2 (IL, l+le, I)" (~+ 1) 
i= l  
- -o  Is l+(r+l )"  Y~ (IL, I+IN, I) 
i~ l  
= o( I s l+ ( r+ 1)-IREMI), 
which is roughly O(( r+ 1)1TI) or O([ TI2). For special Thue systems, r = 0 since every 
rhs is X. Thus, the complexity of checking joinability of REM is o(Isl + IREM]) = 
O(ITI). 
Summarizing this section we find that, for special Thue systems, the Church- 
Rosser property can be tested in O(I TI + kl TI +ITI) -- O(kl TI) time, where k is the 
number of rules in T. This generalizes a result by Book [1] that for single-rule 
special Thue systems the Church-Rosser property can be tested in linear time. 
We also note that, for the parenthesized or ground-term systems (i.e., ground-term 
equations rather than term rewriting systems) of [3], the complexity is O([ TI) for 
obtaining a residual subsystem and O(I TI 2) for testing joinability; thus, the overall 
complexity for testing the Church-Rosser property is O(I T[ +ITI 2) -- O(I TI2). We 
emphasize that ground-term equations are oriented into rules in the same way as 
is usually done in Thue systems; the larger ground term in an equation is made the 
left-hand side of the rule and the smaller ground term is made the fight-hand side, 
and an equation with ground terms of the same size is not made into a rule. It is 
thus ensured that the resulting round-term rewriting system is noetherian. However, 
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the result mentioned above has no bearing on the question of decidability of the 
Church-Rosser property of arbitrary ground-term rewriting systems. 
For general arbitrary Thue systems the complexity remains O(I Tl3). 
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